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Abstract

The field of solid modelling has been of great interest for many years. The ability to design, analyse and represent graphically three dimensional objects is highly desirable for all CAD/CAM systems. Several sophisticated solid modelling systems now exist, but none is able to process objects of useful complexity in real time [8][9]. A large class of problems share a common three-dimensional numerical structure and require numerous calculations on 3D vectors. The aim of this Ph.D thesis is to design and implement the hardware mapping of critical paths of a GaAs Core Processor for a Solid Modelling Accelerator. This solid modelling accelerator is to be designed using GaAs/CMOS/BiCMOS unified technology. High speed GaAs technology is used in the core processor to deal with floating point intensive calculations, while CMOS technology is used where high speed outputs are not required such as for frequent accesses to heavily interlinked high density data structures.

In this project, a solid modelling program called GWB was studied first to identify those operations in solid modelling systems which are most amenable to hardware acceleration. This study showed a requirement for a core processor with high speed arithmetic process elements, namely, floating point adder/subtractor, multiplier, divider and square root function. The design of a GaAs Core Processor commenced with characterization of suitable logic families and development of a design approach to produce high speed, high density and low power dissipation GaAs VLSI IC's. These have been achieved by:

- Evaluating and comparing logic families such as Direct Coupled Logic (DCFL), Source Follower DCFL (SDFL), Super Buffer (SBFL) and Two-phase Dynamic Logic (TDFL).

- Using a novel mixed dynamic/static approach to implement an 8-bit serial divider as a test bench to optimize the speed, power and area.

- Investigating various fixed and floating point multiplier algorithms in terms of delay, power and area to select a suitable architecture for the GaAs Core Processor implementation. Developing TIP (Trailing-1’s Predictor) rounding technique to speed up floating point multiplication.
• Developing a new layout approach, called Modified Ring Notation (MRN) to implement a 32-bit floating point multiplier, improving layout density and speed. The analysis of this new layout approach includes interconnections, power supply and ground considerations. The comparison between the MRN and the original Ring Notation showed that the MRN maintained the advantages of the original while improving the layout density by a factor of up to 2 to 3 and also improved the speed because of shorter interconnection lines. The MRN floating point multiplier had better performance than the other floating point multipliers reported in the literature.

• Implementing, fabricating and testing a 16x16-bit multiplier chip to test the arithmetic architecture and the MRN layout methodology. Unfortunately because of a bug in the foundry’s software, the chip has had to be sent for refabrication. Therefore, the test results will not be included here. We plan to report the test results later when the chip is available.